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ABSTRACT
Recently, indoor Optical Wireless (OW) connectivity has gained significant attention as a possible
alternative to tackle the problem of bottleneck access and as an improvement to ever more conventional RF
/ microwave connections. In indoor OW communication, OOK encoding is more widely used owing to its
effective usage of bandwidth and robustness to timing errors, given the fact that the power consumption is
less than PPM. The modulation format in this research work is Q-array PPM over lasers, with modulation
of power. The effects of the analysis are analyzed numerically in view of the amount of bit error (BER). It is
shown that, because of coding for 4PPM framework, the bit error performance is increased. For instance,
an LDPC-coded device with stable foundation radiation provides a important coding improvement of 5 to 6
dB over uncoded device at BER in the order of 10-8 and 10-12 respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gfeller and Bapst initially introduced indoor optical wireless (OW) communication [1] in 1979,
and its implementations have actually reached households, workplaces and factories varying from
TV control to IrDA terminals on handheld electronic devices such as cell phones, video cameras,
digital assistants, and laptops[2-4]. Indoor OW communication is an attractive solution in the
ultraviolet and visible range, particularly in atmosphere settings where radio communication
experiences difficulties [5-6]. Modern indoor OW transmission techniques enable data-rates up to
25 Gbit/s [7-9]. LED lights, which are usually used for illumination purposes, relay data
concurrently and though handheld terminals do not fit with the connection point [10-11].
In real-world indoor systems, the consumer may travel inside a small coverage range, usually
equivalent to the size of a space or an aircraft cabin [12]. This may be difficult to have OW
exposure to a traveling user, because the optical rays are obscured by items inside the space [1314]. For narrower distances safe from environmental pollution such as fog, haze, snow and mist,
indoor optical wireless networks are defined as opposed to outdoor models. The failure in the
indoor connection only exists because of free space loss [15]. There are two simple wireless
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optical indoor communication techniques: Direct sight line and diffused setup. The design of the
direct line of sight includes synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver in order to
maintain contact by transmitting optical signals from the transmitter to the receiver without any
reflection [16]. Such a network has greater power efficiency; reduced multipath dispersion and
lower path failure, and greater transmission speeds can be obtained.
A potential alternative is to install a narrow-beam and roof-mounted transmitter which is powered
by a tracking mechanism. The monitoring system rotates the transmitter and, with appropriate
modulation technique, guides the narrow optical beam from the transmitter to the handheld
receiver [17-18]. The key goal of this research work is to identify the best implemented
modulation method in diffused OW indoor systems. For this research LDPC code is used to
locate higher quality signal. The aim of this work is to establish the output analysis for Indoor
diffused OW System by defining better performing modulation strategies from OOK and 4-PPM.
Eventually, the study aims to increase the reliability of Indoor Diffused Optical Wireless System,
and LDPC code is used in comparison to both modulation strategies.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
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Figure 1: (a) Orientation (b) setup and (c) block diagram of an LDPC coded indoor wireless optical
communication system.

Figure 1 provides a schematic of a typical scenario for indoor OW communications. Mobile
terminals are permitted to travel within a room and need ties to a base station on the ceiling and
other mobile terminals to be created. For certain interfaces the reflective optical force is guided
into the receiver, while in others the emitted signal is allowed to bounce off surfaces in the space
diffusely. Infrared light sources are the channel's primary cause of noise which must be included
in the design of the network.
Moreover, the usable bandwidth may be high in certain guided wireless optical links, which
enables massive quantities of information to be transmitted, particularly in short-range
applications.
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3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF INDOOR OW COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The principle can be expressed by the following equations for uncoded situation [19]:
𝑅𝑏=𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑀
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Bandwidth B is the first-null bandwidth, SNR is the electrical signal-to-noise ratio, and M is the
number of chips which make up a symbol in PPM or the number of power levels in an ASK. The
Q(x) function is set to:
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To the coded process, the reliability of the bit L(cj), (j=1,2, ... ,m) (cj is the jth bit of the observed
symbol q binary representation c=(c1,c2, ... ,cm)) is calculated from the reliability of the symbol.
L c j
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The N-receiver outputs in response to symbol q, indicated as Znq(n=1,2,…,N; q=1,2,…,Q), are
analyzed to assess authenticity of symbols (q) (q=1,2,…,Q) denoted by [20]
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Probability of error is demonstrated as:
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By applying the analytical method, we try to evaluate the efficiency of uncoded and powerefficient coded modulation scheme based on bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) with
LDPC code as component code, appropriate for use with OOK and Q-ary PPM in indoor OW
communication systems. Perhaps the coded modulation scheme enables very normal integration
of RF / microwave signals and translation to the optical domain, which could be a strong choice
for RF / microwave hybrid systems. In the presence of background radiation, the output effects of
Bit-error rate (BER) are tested with and without LDPC code.
At first the outputs of the bit error rate under uncoded and LDPC coded method have been
determined for two separate modulation schemes. Under direct diffuse system, we test the effects
of the bit error rate output with Q-ary PP and OOK modulation. The computational analyses are
conducted in LDPC decoder for up to 10 iterations, the scintillation effect is based on assuming a
diffused channel configuration and the usage of an optimal photon counting receiver. It is found
that if we induce Q-ary PPM as a modulation scheme for uncoded and LDPC coding rather than
OOk, the device output increases dramatically.
The specifications used for processing in this article are displayed in table 1 for the convenience
of the readers.
Table 1: Nominal Parameters for indoor OW Communication link
Parameter Name

Value

Bit Rate, B

10 Gbps

r

Bandwidth, B

20 GHz

Modulation

OOK and Q-PPM

Order of PPM, Q

4

Code word length

2048

Channel Type

Diffused

PIN photodetector responsivity, Rd

0.7

Rytov variance, σ

0.1-0.8

Quantum efficiency, η

0.5

Operating wavelength, λ

1.55μm
4
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BER performance for Indoor Optical Communication
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Figure-2: BER against SNR plots for the indoor OW connectivity network with OOK and 4PPM
modulation.

Figure-2 reveals the BER against SNR plots for the indoor OW connectivity network with OOK
and 4PPM modulation. From the evaluation of the figure, it is evident that PPM is advantageous
over OOK for low-rate systems because it needs lower average power and is more reliable
towards optical noise, particularly near-baseband noise components.
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Figure-3 BER versus SNR plots for indoor OW connectivity network with OOK modulation for both
uncoded and LDPC coding schemes.

Figure-3 demonstrates the plot of indoor OW connectivity network BER versus SNR with OOK
modulation under uncoded and LDPC coded condition. It is noted that the BER performance
under coded condition is much better than uncoded system.
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Figure-4: BER against SNR plots with 4PP modulation for indoor OW communication networks for both
uncoded and LDPC coded application.

Figure-4 depicts BER against SNR plots with 4PP modulation under uncoded and LDPC coded
conditions for the indoor OW communication network. It is evident from the close examination
of the figure that the output of the BER is improved under a coded condition. It is also shown that
bit error is almost zero at a bit rate of 10-4 under coded condition.
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Figure-5 BER toward SNR modules with OOK and 4PP modulation for indoor OW communication for
both uncoded and LDPC coded networks.

Figure-5 illustrates the BER versus SNR plots with OOK and 4PP modulation for the indoor OW
communication network. It is clear from the study of the figure that PPM is advantageous over
OOK for low-rate systems for both uncoded and coded conditions under the diffuse connection
channel model. Analysis shows that in this combination, we find a coding gain of almost 5 dB at
BER in the range of 10-12.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Indoor OW networking has evolved as a technology that has the potential to bridge the last-mile
barrier of high-speed Internet access separating households and businesses. A comprehensive
analytical approach to analyze the degradation of the reliability of wireless optical links with
OOK and Q-ary PPM schemes is presented. Analysis reveals that PPM is advantageous over
OOK for low-rate systems, as it needs lower average power and is more resilient against optical
noise, particularly near-baseband noise. Elsewhere we introduce an analytical approach for
determining the efficiency of an uncoded and energy-efficient coded modulation scheme based on
bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) utilizing LDPC codes as component codes, suitable for
use in Q-ary PPM and OOK indoor OW networks. The results of the performance are assessed
numerically in terms of bit error rate (BER). It is observed that, due to coding for 4PPM
framework, the efficiency of bit error is increased. For reference, an LDPC-coded system with
constant background radiation provides a noticeable coding gain of 5 to 6 dB over uncoded
system at BER in the range of 10-8 and 10-12 respectively. Eventually, energy-efficient encoded
modulation mechanism focused on bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) for LDPC codes
offers excellent efficiency and seems to be easier to implement, as it includes only one LDPC
encoder / decoder. Overall the design and analysis proposed can solve the connectivity problem
of high speed indoor communication connections.
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